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Background and Data on Working From Home

• Research on WFH starting in 2004

• Currently monthly surveys of 5,000 US working age adults and 1,000 US firms

• Quarterly surveys of 20,000 working age adults across 22 countries

• Discussions and consulting with 100s of organizations globally



Going to cover three sections  

>>>> Current state of working from home

>>>> Thoughts on managing hybrid-WFH

>>>> Impact on offices and real-estate



WFH is sticking: from 5% (pre-COVID) to ≈30% (post-COVID) of days

WFH days doubling every 
12 years pre-pandemic 

The 6-fold increase over the 
pandemic equal to 30 years 
of pre-pandemic growth

US full days worked from home, %

Source: Data from 75,345 survey responses May 20 to Feb 22 weighted to match the US population. Pre-covid data from the American Time Use Survey. Post-COVID

from 4,759 Feb 2022 responses from Survey of Workplace Attitudes and Arrangements (Barrero, Bloom and Davis 2021). Details on https://wfhresearch.com/

6-fold jump

https://wfhresearch.com/


The same graph, but with data back to 1965 - a major jump in WFH!

WFH days doubling every 
12 years pre-pandemic 

The 6-fold increase over the 
pandemic equal to 30 years 
of pre-pandemic growth



US, Canada and Europe similar levels of WFH. Asia & Australia less

Source: Data from Google

Workplace Cellphone Mobility Data

https://www.google.com/covid19/m

obility/ Regions average of largest

available countries: Developed

Asia=KR+JP+TW+HK+SG, and

Europe=GB+FR+DE+IT+ES+NL+S

E+PL. Deviations from the Jan 3 –

Feb 6 2020.

US

Europe

Developed Asia

Workplace Trips
Google cellphone workplace mobility in % deviation from Jan 2020

Canada

Australia

https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/


Post COVID employees will split into three groups

Source: Data from 16,575 US SWAA responses in August through December 2021,

reweighted to match the US population. Details on https://wfhresearch.com/

Front-line employees, mostly 

non-graduates, lower paid,

Professionals and managers, 

mostly graduates, higher paid

Specialized roles - IT support, 

payroll etc, often contractors

https://wfhresearch.com/


Four benefits of Hybrid explain why this is becoming dominant

1. Employees are happier

2. Productivity is increased (if well organized)

3. Supports diversity, equity and inclusion

4. Saves space (maybe)



Happier: Employees value hybrid-WFH as about an 8% pay increase



Results for a recent RCT on 1612 engineers, marketing and finance 
professionals found WFH reduced quit rates 35%

Source: https://bit.ly/3J4rL5I

https://bit.ly/3J4rL5I


Note, most employees do not want to WFH every day

Responses to the question: As the pandemic ends, how often would you like to have paid workdays at home?

Sample: Data are from the April to June 2022 SWAA waves from www.wfhresearch.com. The sample includes respondents who have work-from-home

experience during the pandemic and pass the attention-check questions. We re-weight the sample of US residents aged 20 to 64 earning $10,000 or more in

2019 or 2021 to match Current Population Survey on age, sex, education, and earnings. N = 8,788 (both figures)

http://www.wfhresearch.com/


Productivity: RCTs, natural experiments and survey research suggests a 
small productivity boost from WFH of around 3% to 5%

Survey Data Research Papers



The two drivers of higher productivity are quiet at home (better 
for concentration “deep” work) and time from saved commuting



Diversity: Data suggests Hybrid-WFH can help support diversity in 
various dimensions (race, gender, age and religion)

Source: Data from 10,000 US responses in through 2021,

reweighted to match the US population.

Details on https://wfhresearch.com/

Source: Survey of 10737 knowledge workers in US,

Australia, France, Germany, Japan and the US conducted

November 1-30, 2021. Details on https://futureforum.com/

https://wfhresearch.com/
https://futureforum.com/


Space saving: So far not that much….. I’ll come back to this later…



So not surprisingly employers are increasing shifting to hybrid
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Responses to the question:

- After COVID, in 2022 and later,

how often is your employer

planning for you to work full days at

home?

Sample: Data are from all SWAA

waves, covering July 2020 to February

2022. The sample includes all

respondents who reported their

employer’s plans for post-COVID WFH

and who have work-from-home

experience during the pandemic (thus

able to work from home). We exclude

respondents who report having no

employer.

N = 54,231 (able to work from home)



This shift to WFH is particularly advanced on the US West Coast

Notes: The chart shows the percent of online 

job vacancy postings that allow remote work 1 

or more days per week. We obtain job postings 

from Burning Glass Technologies and classify 

them as to remote-work status using a 

machine-learning model trained on 30,000 

human-generated classifications.

Source: "Remote Work across Jobs, 

Companies and Countries" by Stephen 

Hansen, Peter Lambert, Nicholas Bloom, 

Steven J. Davis, Raffaella Sadun & Bledi Taska.



The reason is tech is into WFH (and the West Coast is heavy tech)

Notes: Survey of Workplace

Attitudes and Arrangements

www.wfhresearch.com Sample

N=9,274 from April to June 2022

Employer plans for post-COVID working from home, by industry

http://www.wfhresearch.com/


Going to cover three sections  

>>>> Current state of working from home

>>>> Current state of managing hybrid-WFH

>>>> Impact on offices and real-estate



The Big Challenge of Hybrid WFH for Management

Choice of:

- How many days

- Which days



Choice vs coordination issue is tricky – employees want both!
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Responses to the questions:

- Which of the following would you prefer?

- Being able to choose which days

you work from home (if any)

- Your employer sets a policy that

determines who works from home

on which days

- Would you like your co-workers to come

into work on the same days as you?

Notes: The sample for the blue bar includes

employed respondents from the July and

December 2021 SWAA waves who passed

the attention check questions (for December

respondents) and worked from home at

some point since the start of the COVID-19

pandemic. The SWAA samples US residents

aged 20 to 64 who earned $10,000 or more

in 2019. N = 3,949 (blue bar).

The sample for the red bar includes

employed respondents from the February

2022 SWAA who reported their employer is

planning them to work from home 1 or more

days per week after the end of the pandemic.

N = 1810 (red bar).





I have become concerned with the risks of full employee choice



The reason is the key benefit of office time is being with colleagues
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Notes: The sample includes

respondents to the February 2022

SWAA who passed the attention

check questions and worked from

home at some point since the start of

the COVID-19 pandemic. The SWAA

samples US residents aged 20 to 64

who earned $10,000 or more in 2019.

N = 2,973.

Employees commute

for 1 hour to work to

be with colleagues –

not for the free bagels



Large US firms mostly planning team or company organized hybrid

Qu: “Who decides which days and how many days employees work remotely?”

Source: Survey of Business Uncertainty conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Stanford 
University, and the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. 



Source: 3,604 US survey responses in 2021. https://wfhresearch.com/

“If you could WFH two days a week, which two days would you choose?”

If you pick WFH days I would suggest Monday and Friday

https://wfhresearch.com/


Notes: The sample includes respondents to the May 2022 SWAA wave who are currently working as wage/salary workers. The left chart restricts

attention to those who worked from home at least one day during the reference week, and the right chart excludes respondents who say “I don’t know” or

“Other.” Both exclude respondents who fail one or more attention check questions.We re-weight the sample of US residents aged 20 to 64 earning

$10,000 or more in 2019 or 2021 to match Current Population Survey on age, sex, education, and earnings. N = 1,766 (left). N = 2,177 (right)
26

Organized hybrid-WFH should also help with the “Great Resistance”



Responses to the questions:

- Last week, did you come into work as many days

as your employer wanted you to come in?

- After the pandemic ends, how often is your

employer planning for you to work full days at

home?

Notes: The sample includes respondents to the May

2022 SWAA wave who worked from home at least 1

day during the reference week and are not self-

employed, contract, or gig workers. The chart

excludes respondents who say their employer has not

given them clear plans about post-COVID working

arrangements or who fail one or more attention check

questions. We re-weight the sample of US residents

aged 20 to 64 earning $10,000 or more in 2019 or

2021 to match Current Population Survey on age,

sex, education, and earnings. N = 1,778
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The “Great Resistance” is a huge issue for firms forcing a 5-day return



So, how Leaders Can Make the Most of Hybrid WFH

1) Coordinate your team to come in on the same 2 or 3 days every week (e.g T and Th)

2) Promote in person meetings, events, coffee, training, lunches on those office days

3) Suggest cross-office zoom meetings and reading, writing, data etc on home days

4) For new hires (< 1 or 2 years) add an extra day in the office for mentoring

In short, set a culture and organize to achieve this of office time = group social time



Going to cover three sections  

>>>> Current state of working from home

>>>> Current state of managing hybrid-WFH

>>>> Impact on offices and real-estate



Five Implications of hybrid WFH for the Office and Cities

1) Size

2) Location

3) Design

4) Retail

5) Support services



1) Firms are currently not planning to cut office space too much….

US Data

Source: 445 US firms in October 2021 from the Atlanta Fed, Chicago and

Stanford Survey of Business Uncertainty, weighted to match the US

Economy https://www.atlantafed.org/research/surveys/business-uncertainty
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Source: 3,000 UK firms in September 2021 from the Bank of England,

Nottingham and Stanford Decision Maker Panel, weighted to the UK Economy

https://voxeu.org/article/covid-19-and-structural-change

UK Data

https://www.atlantafed.org/research/surveys/business-uncertainty
https://voxeu.org/article/covid-19-and-structural-change


…..and give three reasons for holding office space

1) Scheduling – firms want employees in on the same days. 

2) Complexity – managers are struggling to deal with WFH and see office 

scheduling as too hard (“it is a struggle just getting people back”)

3) Density – there are continuing fears over social distancing (next slide)



Density - long social distancing is a consideration for firms

Complete Substantial Partial No Return

We have been asking this question since May 2020 This is the latest breakdown from 2022

We have been calling this “Long social distancing”

Many people (maybe 10% to 20%) are nervous of density even post COVID. 

This makes it hard for offices to have density, at desks, elevators, entrance ways, toilets, kitchens etc



2) Location: some people have left city centers (e.g. NY and SF)

(a) New York, NY

City center

(b) SF Bay Area, CA

City center

Source: Arjun Ramani and Nicholas Bloom “The Donut Effect”, NBER Working Paper 2021 using US Postal Service Change of Address Data

https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/w28876.pdf

Cumulative net flows (moves in – moves out) from Feb 2020-Jul 2021 as a % of the zipcode population

https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/w28876.pdf


This has pushed down on city center relative property prices

Source: Arjun Ramani and Nicholas Bloom “The Donut Effect”, NBER Working Paper 2021 using US Postal Service Change of Address Data. Note

the data has not had seasonal fluctuations removed. https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/w28876.pdf Data until June 2022

Rental rates Home values

https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/w28876.pdf


But offices are mostly not moving: firms are focusing on quality space

City Centers (SF and NY) Office Parks (Texas and Cupertino)

Under hybrid-WFH the idea is to have employees come in the same two or three days 
each week. To do this offices need to be convenient and high quality



3) Design - firms say they are putting in zoom rooms, more meeting 
rooms and lounge seating, plus safety (air-filtration, cleaning etc)

Individual office corridors are out Cubicles, meeting rooms and open 
plan (lounge) seating are in



4) Less office workers in the city center, spending less (hurting retail)

Source: January to March 2022 SWAA data for working plans (N=7,787) and July 2020 to January 2021 for pre-pandemic spending data

(N=14,527). Only respondees who have WFH at some point during the pandemic. Reduction in spending estimated from proportional reduction in

office days (vs baseline of 5% of WFH days pre-pandemic). Details in www.wfhresearch.com

http://www.wfhresearch.com/


5) Support services - WFH will increase outsourcing/offshoring of 
things like IT support, payroll, benefits etc (freeing up some space)

The Pandemic spike in WFH will lead to a surge 

of service sector globalization in 2020s & 2030s



Pandemic has also seen a start-up surge, partly from WFH

Source: US Census Bureau. Business Applications (BA) that have a high-propensity of turning into businesses with payroll. The identification of high-propensity applications 
is based on the characteristics of applications revealed on the IRS Form SS-4 that are associated with a high rate of business formation. High-propensity applications 
include applications: (a) from a corporate entity, (b) that indicate they are hiring employees, purchasing a business or changing organizational type, (c) that provide a first 
wages-paid date (planned wages); or (d) that have a NAICS industry code in manufacturing (31-33), retail stores (44), health care (62), or restaurants/food service (72).

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAHBATOTALSAUS

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAHBATOTALSAUS


I will discuss two start-ups I am an equity advisor to as examples















Conclusions

• WFH is here to stay – typically 2.5 days a week for the average office worker

• Major benefits of well-organized hybrid to:

1. Keep employees happy

2. Increase productivity

3. Support diversity

4. Save on space costs

• WFH also yielding a bonanza of opportunities for new business lines and startups



Further information:

Twitter @I_am_nickbloom Stern Speakers



Back-Up



Longer run technology will continue to build WFH momentum

Source: US Patent and Trademark Office new patent application files. Details in Bloom, 

Nicholas, Steven J. Davis, and Yulia Zhestkova. 2021. "COVID-19 Shifted Patent 

Applications toward Technologies that Support Working from Home."

• New WFH technologies are 

being rapidly developed as 

the market for WFH products 

has increased 5x

• For example, scheduling 

software, better AV, virtual 

reality and holograms

• Should make WFH more 

appealing and space 

scheduling easier

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e2ea3a8097ed30c779bd707/t/5ff8b86adfca1b1bce9b34dd/1610135660862/COVID-19+Shifted+Patent+Applications%2C+8+January+2020.pdf


The donut effect (pushing city center prices down) is strongest in the largest cities

Notes: The figure shows Zillow’s home value index grouped by population density. Panel A pools the top 12 metros by population, panel B contains metros 13-50. and 

panel C gives the remaining metros (we have data on 365 in total). Zipcodes are grouped by population density or presence in a CBD. A population weighted average is 

taken across all zipcodes in each bucket, and each aggregated index is normalized such that Feb 2020 = 100. Density groups are given by high = top 10%, mid = 50-90th

percentile, low = 0-50th percentile and populations are taken from the 2015-19 5-yr ACS. The city center is defined by taking all zipcodes with centroids contained within a 2 

km radius of Central Business District coordinates taken from Holian (2019). Sources: Zillow, Census Bureau, Holian (2019). Data: Jan 2018 – Jun 2022.

(a) Top 12 MSAs (b) MSAs 13-50 (c) MSAs 51-365



Source: Data from 3,997 respondees who can work from home in January 2022, reweighted to match the US population. Details on https://wfhresearch.com/

Travel to work

Work from home

Personal grooming is 28 minutes average when commuting to work, 
19 minutes for WFH (with this split out by genders below)

https://wfhresearch.com/


Source: Data from 3,997 respondees who can work from home in January 2022, reweighted to match the US population. Details on https://wfhresearch.com/
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Percent who shave when:

Going 
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work

Work 
from 
home

Percent who wear fresh clothes when:

Percent who put on makeup when:

Going 
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work
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from 
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into 
work

Work 
from 
home

Going 
into 
work

Work 
from 
home

Going 
into 
work

Work 
from 
home

Percent who brush their teeth when:

Percent who use deodorant when:

WFH employees save 9 minutes a day on less personal grooming

https://wfhresearch.com/

